
Heart of Dark oracle call – Leadership 

Notes on the discussion between all participants 

[Mia’s added comments on blue] 

 

 

What is a multidimensional leader? 

What is a leader? For you? For every individual? 

 

A leader can hit the ground running – being so deeply anchored in being and in doing and 

just going for it. He is anchored into space, the space dictates his operation. 

Giving others permission to do the same. 

 

When are we looking for leadership?  
Who is asking the question? The not-empowered or the lost? 

 

The lack of self-initiating leadership in life – the impulse to take responsibility and act.  

But to also SHARE POWER. 

Schools are too often places where herd-mentality, conforming and doing-as-told is ingrained in. 

Where is the praise for creativity and alternative views – culled by the fear of anarchy? 

 

When do we cull the originality out of children? 

Being able to imitate is a learning of technique – and the shift into creating your own thing is 

important, but needs a solid base of having enough technique to play.  

Masculine: technique/science and feminine: art/expression – we are looking for a harmony. 

The non-linearity of a true artist is captivating - and then imitators come around and copy that.  

A lot of people don’t know how to make the shift. The switch from imitating to formlessness – 

breaking the rules and form.  

This is the magic of the artist:  

Breaking the mind down so the essence rises when the mind gives up.  

 

[A tangent on artistry: [techniques to practice this radical discontinuity – shifting perspective (like 

aspecting) – turning the page upside down – adding an element/making a rule* etc..] 

*YES! Rules sometimes give rise to more creativity! Expression finds a way to happen under confines – so giving your 

expression timeframes, limited resources, collaborations etc can help] 

 



There exist a cultural conditioning of rights and wrongs – the ‘how’ we should be to be accepted 

– when people break away from norm they are challenged – it takes a courage, a defiance even. 

OBSERVE YOUR MOTIVATION TO NOT CONFORM.  

Does it go against the ‘greater good’? How does it undermine your own leadership, or that of 

others?  

So, if there are two attitudes to leadership – that of rebelling against the systems and the other 

of conforming to the point of giving our own power away.  

 

Why is there such cowardice from stepping into a leadership?  
 - Not stepping into leadership out of wanting to belong/not be noticed? 

A fear and a judgment of doing ‘the wrong thing’ – we crucify/criticize leaders in the public 

arena all the time. 

People are afraid of responsibility and commitment – now there are so many options.. We’ve 

created a society of distraction 

There is a custodianship/commitment to hold the vision – are we avoiding this responsibility? 

Is it a long term – perhaps a lifetime – commitment? Or a self-evident responsibility, not a 

burden at all.  

I think the reasons people avoid leadership are…  

1) they simply don’t see what is possible. So only some can see a new possibility with enough 

certainty they can stand for it 

2)… this question of responsibility. There is a perceived heaviness of obligation. 

3) so many don’t surrender to one vision… which is a commitment. Where you choose one way - 

so many are shopping around & hoping someone else has a good idea & cares enough to make it 

happen.. 

 

But I would say people don't know what they are missing.  They get scared of obligation and 

responsibility.  However when you are are truly in it, you wouldn't call it responsibility 

anymore.  It just is and it should feel great! 

 

People don’t want to be ‘always having the answers’ – do I have a place to be vulnerable? 

Leadership is a commitment to social identity 

Leaders are allowed to be human –  

 

But leadership is a pull – there comes a point of no return – you just have to be it. The leader 

stands out, if we feel into who it is – that is a more subtle art of revealing. 

A leader is someone who is IN CHARGE – has an electricfying, magnetic power to wield attention 

and the masses. They are in a ‘SOLAR’ position – holding the gaze of many.  

There is a transpersonalization of the individual that happens in this point – we don’t see them 

in all their aspects – we focus on the face they turn toward the public.  



Hence also, the one that gets crucified is the image, the archetype a person has carried.  

 

Ideally, leaders are stepping out of mental programming and into soul guidance – or even the 

monadic moving through them.  

A skillful leader can navigate these roles – the personal life, the public life and the Spirit.  

The soul / solar appearance is the 2nd tier, the transpersonal stage that holds the power – it is 

the rule by the One – who is most visible, attractive, attention-grabbing.  

 

BUT WE ARE MOVING TO AN ERA OF DEEPER LEADERSHIP OF THE MONADIC.  

From the new transmissions vis Bruce Lyon:  

“To move in life is to gradually awaken the sixty billion earth souls via the combined transmission 

of the dark light of Shamballa and the dark energy stored in matter. To be the cause and driving 

force of soul evolution. The role of the soul is to educate and awaken the personality. The 

educational role of the monad is to evolve the soul so that it frees itself from being encased in 

matter of all planes.” 

 

[the primary source of our connection to the Monadic plane is through the ‘dark’. It is not by 

growing our consciousness – but letting go of a hierarchy of states altogether, a sort of ‘stepping 

off the grid’. The modern quantum physics beautifully plays into this category of mystery, as if 

we must suspend logical thought in order to understand the nature of reality.  

This edge of the ‘void’ is where new forms of leadership will pour in – not as great personalities, 

or even great gurus or teachers – but the universe speaking to itself – one part channelling the 

whole.  

This is where our journey goes next – awakening the global level of ‘leadership’. Opening so 

much space in oneself that the collective voice can come through us.]  

 

Back to notes on call: 

 

We see leaders who burn out – riding on the ego and falling away from alignment with the 

collective desire? 

A good leader can project onto the future [or perhaps has a grasp of the course of things 

unfolding according the to bigger plan] and has psychic powers of some kind… 

“Channel your inner jimi Hendrix” – stepping into the archetype gives us superhuman powers! 

Calling in the ‘god’ energy of a mythological or historical figure already has a subconscious 

imprinted history attached to it – which gives a boost to the power. Like tapping into a stream.  

 

Becoming responsible for other humans 

 



Seeing moments, people, ideas that need to be threaded together – [more of a Leo- leadership 

that shines on everyone and elevates their talent] 

How do you recognize the people who you need to elevate? 

Having a sense of what can happen in the space and time to come, 

What a person’s potential can be, 

How it can come out. 

 

 

New era 

Leadership can shift at any moment between people – to the one who has ‘the charge’ – the 

lightning of an idea with which to lead.  

It is the energy of initiating the direction toward a new possibility. 

 

One of the challenges is to ignite others to their power – to share power and to teach in an 

EMPOWERING WAY. [teaching to orientate and find one’s own way, not to copy the map] 

 

Creating the unified field with everyone – creating safety – every person as a subleader in their 

organism 

 

If there is not a sense of going somewhere – are we just dancing? 

The centre of the organism holds the vision. Whether it is you (as the sun/black hole) or an 

empty centre around which multiple people together ‘channel’ the vision and listen to where it 

is going.  

The more Aquarian models of leadership I see are based on a council – many souls coming 

together to speak for an even greater whole. Or, as we have done – taking on archetypal roles. 

This is/should be already the case when ministers speak for the environment/economy/foreign 

affairs interests.  

 

Why don’t people want to lead? 

What if I get it wrong? What if I fail? Fear of letting other people down.  

Great leaders accept failure and know how to move on from that.  

The inner vision – knowing – purposefulness – a deeper sense of meaning in the work. 

 



This quality of ‘knowing’ what needs to happen can be practiced at all scales.  

You’re a leader in your own family – feel into those moments of mystery when everyone is 

waiting for the next leader to step forward… and someone comes up with the solution!  

Something never before thought of that (ideally) benefits everyone. 

 

But there’s a beauty in mastery – the thing starts to reveal new layers, we evolve in technique 

and expertise over time.  

‘The great work’ needs conscious servants – the king’s job is to serve the whole kingdom… as it 

is the artists job to stay true to the message of their work… 

The work will make you a master in the process of it. 

Can we evolve from mastering to leadership in our field – seeing clearly that which is failing and 

wont carry, sometimes that is our own ideas – can we learn to pass the torch and grab the torch 

as well? 

People come very masterful with stuff – how many years does it get to be good 

As long as youre progressing  

People are much more forgiving – as long as you put your heart into it 

 

 

POWER 

There is an innate connection in our world between sex, money and power. It has become so 

tainted with shadow – perhaps because the ‘soul’ rejected the ‘matter’ (in Christian terms the 

son went to his father, left his mother, the feminine is ‘soiled’).  

This is the greater saga to tackle – to really hold powerin both SPIRIT and in MATTER, to 

reconcile with the energies of our lowest centres.  

Sexuality – sacral centre – ruling the world – monetized, abused, over-depleted? 

Money – how many are manipulated by wealth to do something they are not aligned with? And 

why is the system skewed in this way? 

 

Those are the foundation of everything else that we do. 

 

The sacral creates a container to hold the waters – when it isn’t stagnant, all will flow.  

When sacral gets over activate, or there is dissociation between the soul and body, desires rule 

our world – like drowning in waters. 

 

Enslavement – to money or to sexual energy or to any dopamine-inducing structure – addiction 

– and many of our rulers are providers of those hits – not necessarily the actors themselves. So 

there is also a dissociation between who is in charge and who is seen. 



Energetically we can sense who has what kind of power.  

 

That is the magnetic, electric presence to ‘stars’ – actors, those on public stage, we look toward 

those delivering speeches with vibrancy. Stepping into a spotlight is like playing an archetype, 

the soul gets an extra boost because it is speaking the voice of a collective, or a lineage.  

 

Ascension and descension 

 

Those on ascension path have spiritual power, eloquent language and understanding of the 

world’s mysteries. Often great intellectual capita, but lacking in stability in the physical, material 

world.  

 

The path of descension is the willingness to go into our shadow – bringing consciousness there. 

BUT ALSO to open our awareness, the instinctual body. There is nothing that will replace 

our re-connection to MATTER, to come and integrate and inhabit the physical realm with all our 

our soul and Spirit.  

The base – our survival fears connected to the tightness and dissociation with our anus. That is 

also our connection to earth, matter, death, the deepest surrender. People go into being 

provided for or fearing their survival instead of being the source of creation and in surrender to 

the lifeforce that runs through them. 

 

Christ energy leadership – calling the Spirit and Soul in all their glory 

Allowing Christ and spirit come through and vibrate through all layers – the truth cutting 

through bullshit – penetration of consciousness through illusion. 

The ‘Dark’ matter leadership – the Matter ‘Earth’ principle recognized as just as holy, allowing 

infinite awareness to come through the body and cells – penetration of physical reality 

 

We carry something that wants to happen through us – intention 

It guides a piece of humility – to let go of leadership when the intention is complete 

 

THE WOUNDED LEADER 

Addiction to power – the dopamine hits – the wounded leader constantly looking for 

significance and ‘power over’. An extreme desire for control.  

There is lack in other areas – intimacy, social life, creative expression – everything channelled 

into a single pointed focus for a cause or mission. There is a positive and negative to this – but it 

isn’t sustainable in the longrun.  

Look up the Forbes article on traits of future leaders. 


